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Description

TP-Link | VIGI C230 (2.8mm) | 3MP Full-Colour Dome
Network Camera
Experience top-tier security with the TP-Link VIGI C230 3MP Full-Color Dome Network Camera, a versatile surveillance solution
packed with features designed to keep your property and assets safe. The camera's 3MP super-high definition capability
ensures that no detail goes unnoticed, providing crisp and clear footage for all your monitoring needs.

 

What sets the VIGI C230 apart is its ability to deliver 24-hour full-color details, even in complete darkness. This is made possible
by its large-aperture lens, high-sensitivity sensor, and supplemental lights. Additionally, the camera's human and vehicle
classification feature enhances its accuracy in detecting relevant events. Receive timely notifications and monitor feeds when
someone crosses boundaries, enters designated areas, obstructs the camera, or manipulates objects within its view. With a
built-in microphone that records audio within a 15-ft radius, you gain an added layer of security and insight into your
surroundings.

 

The VIGI C230 is built to withstand the toughest conditions, featuring an IK10 vandal-proof and IP67 waterproof design.
Whether it's vandalism or harsh weather, this dome camera can handle it all, providing reliable security protection in critical
locations. Its H.265+ compression technology ensures efficient video transmission without consuming excess bandwidth, saving
on disk space, reducing network loads, and lowering monitoring costs without compromising image quality. VIGI's professional
video enhancement technologies, such as Smart IR, WDR, 3D DNR, and Night Vision, further enhance the quality of your video
feeds. With versatile power supply options, including PoE/12V DC, and flexible management via the web UI, NVR UI, VIGI app,
and VIGI Security Manager, the VIGI C230 offers comprehensive control over your security system. Choose the 2.8mm lens for
superior image clarity, and elevate your surveillance capabilities with TP-Link's VIGI C230.

FEATURES
3MP Super-High Definition: The camera comes with 3MP–more than enough pixels to pick up some of the more
discrete details
24h Full-Colour: Obtain 24-hour colour details, even in pitch-black conditions, with its large-aperture lens, high-
sensitivity sensor, and attached supplemental lights
2.8mm Lens: TP-Link VIGI C230 3MP Full-Color Dome Network Camera featuring a 2.8mm lens for superior image clarity
Human & Vehicle Classification: Distinguishes humans and vehicles from other objects, so you receive more accurate
event notifications
Smart Detection: Receive notifications and check feeds when someone crosses a boundary, enters an area you've set,
obstructs the camera, or removes/abandons objects
Built-In Microphone: Features a built-in microphone to record anything going on within a 15-ft radius of the camera
IK10 Vandal-Proof & IP67 Waterproof: With vandal-resistant, rugged housing and waterproof design, this VIGI dome
camera is built tough to withstand vandalism and harsh environments with rain and dust for constant security anywhere
and anytime
H.265+: Without using any extra bandwidth, your cameras transmit compressed crystal-clear video to save disk space,
ease network loads, and reduce monitoring costs without sacrificing image quality
Smart Video Enhancement: VIGI's professional technologies process videos to greatly improve the quality that is vital
to your monitoring, including Smart IR, WDR, 3D DNR, and Night Vision
PoE/12V DC: Two types of power supply not only give you more convenience but also make your wiring remarkably easy
Flexible Management: Take full control over your security via four management methods: the web UI, NVR UI, VIGI app,
and VIGI Security Manager

WARRANTY
3-years limited warranty

https://www.tp-link.com/au/support/replacement-warranty/#box_8
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